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Big Scores! The Vow is easy through the front of the lane and creates 
a strong and continuous motion throughout the backend. Players 
with higher rev rates will see a skid flip motion while players with 
medium to lower rev rates will see a strong breakpoint with great 
continuation. The move on the backend is impressive no matter 
how you throw the ball and you’ll love the versatility the Vow 
provides.

Check out the ACCU LINE LIMITED 2013! Just as the name states it is 
limited so be sure to get yours before it is gone! Looking back to the 
original ACCU LINE LIMITED we wanted to tweak the proven performance 
by introducing the AVEX limited 2013 cover stock paired with the Big 
Shuttle core. This multi colored ball combines 3 types of particles as 
well as a 2 part synergy cover mixture. The result is a smoother and 
faster flow out of the gate with serious friction in the backend. We 
cranked it up on the factory finish from a 3000 polish all the way up 
to 10,000; this helps to prevent the ball from hooking too early and 
insuring control as well as performance.

Black by popular demand! Here is the second in the Pro Am series the 
Black Invader. Just flying off the shelf is the only way to describe how 
popular the Invader series is! Pre ordered ...back ordered ...out of 
stock ...sold out! The debut of the first Pro Am Invader Multi ball was 
marked with several 800 series as well as championship titles. The 
Black Invader is set to follow its predecessor with more proven 
performance and happy bowlers on the lane.
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